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Q Advisors Overview
Firm Profile
•

Founded in 2001 to provide financial advisory services

•

Focused primarily on Technology and Communications, including
Cloud Communications, Collaboration, and Managed Services

•

Significant experience in structuring and negotiating M&A and
financing transactions for private and public companies:

•

̶

Sell-side and buy-side engagements
̶

Debt and equity financings
̶

Strategic financial advisory engagements

TMT Experts
Cloud
Communications
Software &
Technologies

Cloud Contact Center
& Customer
Engagement

Unified
Communications-asa-Service (UCaaS)

Managed IT &
Security

Closed over 375 transactions since inception
̶

Total transaction value in excess of $16.5 billion
̶

Global reach and capabilities
̶

Significant roll-up transactions for acquirers in the Cloud industry

•

Offices in Denver, CO; San Francisco, CA; Amsterdam, Netherlands; and
Munich, Germany

•

Recently announced strategic partnership with Acuity Advisors based
in the UK, further enhancing the firm’s European presence

•

Team of 22 professionals

•

Major-bracket experience coupled with boutique attention

IT Channel
(VARs, MSPs &
Distributors)

Cloud Infrastructure
(IaaS) & Related
Services

Mobility Services &
Applications

Managed Networks
& Infrastructure
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Accelerating Global Cloud Migration
Enterprises are accelerating their shift to the cloud due to COVID-19, the widespread transition to work-from-anywhere
(‘WFX’) workstyles, and the desire to promote omnichannel connectivity across networks
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•

COVID-19 greatly accelerated companies’ digitization timelines,
with cloud spending expected to be up by 20% over the past year3

•

This trend is likely to persist as the exodus to virtual work
underscores the urgency for scalable, secure, reliable, cost-effective
off-premises technology services

•

COVID-19 spurred enterprises to shift to agile OpEx solutions with
a variable cost model for all computing and networking capabilities
– a common model of cloud services

20
0
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2025

•

With the widespread transition to WFX, there is a growing
need to connect business-critical applications and people
across multiple modalities (SMS, chat/messaging, voice, and
IoT)

•

By the end of 2021, 75% of midsize and large enterprises will
have adopted a multi-cloud or a hybrid strategy,

•

This trend is heavily supported by the growing need for an
easily maintained network system that can enable effective
communications across multiple end-user industries

Source: (1) Flexera; (2) Nextiva; (3) PWC
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Workplace Evolution to Next Generation Cloud Applications
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Trends Shaping Cloud Adoption
Digital transformation was accelerated by the Covid-19 pandemic shift to remote work environments, with adoption of enterprise
digital communications and customer engagement technologies taking center stage
Massive Enterprise Shift to Digital Communications and Customer Engagement Strategies

Acceleration of DX and
Migration to Cloud

Increased Digital Customer
Engagement

Emergence in Multichannel
Communications3

Growth in Programmable
Communications

Covid-19 accelerated Digital
Transformation (DX) across all
industries, particularly regulated
sectors such as financial services
and healthcare, underpinned by
adoption of cloud technologies.

Nearly 95% of enterprises are
planning to increase or maintain
spending on customer
engagement (CX) technologies
after pandemic.

Growth in multi-channel comms
strategies, prioritizing cloud and
mobile technologies. Enterprises
report adding an average of almost
four new comms channels this
year(1).

Programmable communications,
namely CPaaS models, will
revolutionize enterprise internal
communications and customer
engagement strategies.

92%

95%

Enterprises report that Covid
increased cloud adoption(1)

Enteprises to increase spend
on CX after pandemic(1)

3.5
New enterprise comms
channels expected to be
added this year(1)

$23B
CPaaS market size by 2025, a
33%+ CAGR(2)

Source: (1) State of Customer Engagement (Twilio); (2) Mordor Intelligence
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The Next-Generation Business Communications Platform
•

Enterprises transitioning to the Cloud now
demand full spectrum, integrated solutions
−

Standalone voice-centric communications
technologies are no longer enough to
entice prospective customers

−

Voice, Chat, and Video are no longer
differentiators—rather viewed as standard
components of an integrated suite

−

Organizations now urgently dealing with
work from home (WFH) requirement and
digital transformation accelerating shift to
Cloud

•

The increasing importance of Cloudbased contact center solutions (CCaaS)
−

CCaaS is displacing the installed base of
legacy contact center deployments, with
global premises-based licenses
declining at CAGR of (9.5%)1

−

Gartner projects 27.3% CAGR for global
CCaaS subscriptions from 2018-20231

−

Work from home (WFH) accelerating
transition to CCaaS, chatbots /
voicebots, and agent supervisor tools

•

Integrated enterprise-grade
communications platforms will
include CCaaS, CPaaS, customer
engagement, AI / Analytics / RPA,
and workforce optimization to drive
customer adoption
−

Focus on bridging the gap
between voice-centric
communications and productivityfocused tools

−

Shift away from CTI and
proprietary, PS-driven integration
into low-code/no-code and agile
development processes

SHIFT TO ENTERPRISE
COLLABORATION
100+ Enterprise
Communication Software
financing rounds in each
of the last four years2
Managed Services –
Network & Security

(SD-WAN, Threat Protect)

Workforce
Optimization &
FMC

$6.2B invested in the
Enterprise Collaboration
sector in 20192

Source: (1) Gartner; (2) PitchBook data as reported by the WSJ
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Entering 3rd Wave of UC Transformation (Cloud Native Apps)
Market is entering the third wave of Unified Communications and Collaboration transformation, driving
demand for Cloud Native, integrated collaborative capabilities built on modular microservices architecture
with low-code / no-code integrations to many popular cloud applications

Wave 1

Voice

Wave 2

Wave 3 – Just Getting Started

OnPremise

Data

Analog Telephony

On-Premise

VoIP

•

Move to Internet Protocol (VoIP)

•

Packet-switching

•

Application-centric

•

Cloud-Hosted

Move to Cloud-hosted services (e.g.,
UCaaS, CCaaS)

•

Move to a Cloud Native platform

•

Team-centric

•

Individual-centric

•

Workflow- and data-centric

•

Application/task-centric

•

Mobile-native

•

Microservices and open APIs
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Representative Public Comparable Categories & Metrics
Wave 3 Emerging Solutions

Category

Unified
Communications

UCaaS

Collaboration &
Customer
Engagement

CCaaS & CX

CPaaS

Significant Convergence of Enterprise-Focused Cloud Communications & Collaborative Solutions

Service
Examples

• On-premise and hybrid
deployments in addition to
growing Cloud solutions
• In transition, but primarily
focused on voice and legacy
services
• Significant equipment
portfolios (e.g., handsets)

• Cloud-first communications
technology and service
providers; voice-first
• Unified voice, video, and chat
platforms, some with
additional contact center and
collaboration capabilities

• Call and Contact Center
platforms; predominately
Cloud-native, omnichannel
CCaaS

• Productivity tools, integrated
CRM, and AI powered
communications

• Shift towards optimized
agent efficiency and
customer experience

• Workforce Optimization &
Management (WFO / WFM)

• Marketing Automation

• Cloud communications
platforms offering
integrated, real-time
communications APIs
• Developer-friendly and
low-cost integration
solutions

Select
Companies
1

Financial
Profile

Median
Public
Valuation
Multiples &
Margins

• Primarily non-recurring
revenue

• Relatively low, but steady
margins
• Minimal contractual
commitments

23.5%

EBITDA Margin
EV / EBITDA
EV / Rev

10.7x
2.6x

• High-proportion of
monthly recurring software
revenue

• High-proportion of
monthly recurring software
revenue

• Mid-tier margins (higher for
over-the-top (OTT),
proprietary platforms)

• Mid-tier to high margins
(higher for proprietary and
Cloud-native tech.)

EBITDA Margin

7.0%

23.5x

EV / EBITDA
EV / Rev

EBITDA Margin

4.6x

12.0%

25.5x

EV / EBITDA
EV / Rev

10.1x

• Predominately monthly
recurring revenue

• High revenue growth
(20%+ median)

10.0%

26.5x

EV / EBITDA
EV / Rev

12.1x

• High revenue growth
(35%+ median)
• Low relative gross margins
(40-60%)

• 70%+ gross margins

EBITDA Margin

• Predominately monthly
recurring revenue

EBITDA Margin

NM

EV / EBITDA

NM

EV / Rev

13.4x

Increasing Valuations

Note: Illustrative universe focused on key public competitors in each segment; (1) select large, now private UC providers
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Public Comparables: FY 2020 Returns by Category1
S&P 500

Unified Communications

UCaaS

CCaaS & CX

Collaboration & Customer Engagement

CPaaS

400%

350%

319.2%

300%

250%
243.9%
188.4%

200%

150%

114.1%

100%

49.6%

50%

4.4%
0%

-50%
Jan-19

Mar-19

May-19

Jul-19

Sep-19

Nov-19

Jan-20

Mar-20

May-20

Jul-20

Sep-20

Nov-20

Source: Capital IQ
1) Relative % change on share pricing
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Market Observations – Putting it All Together
Expected acceleration of enhanced Cloud offerings supported by “Wave 3” digital transformation will drive
consolidation / technology-centric M&A
Integrated Cloud Platforms
Overtake Standalone Solutions

• Internal / external communications and work
tools spanning multiple channels

• Agile development and cloud-native
architecture
• Integrated platforms positioned to preserve
margins and meet specific demands

Team Collaboration / Messaging
Replacing UC Clients

Importance of Programmable
Communications & Modular APIs

Mobile-first Approach through Fixed
Mobile Convergence (FMC)

• Microservices, cloud-native architecture
supporting Low-code / No-code
Development Cycle

• Mobile-first approach is key as the majority
of new cloud UC deployments will be mobile
within two years

• Fully programmable APIs enable
embedded communications in third-party
software, streamlining workflows

• Growing demand for a true FMC solution as
mobile becomes the primary platform for
data consumption

Nimble Services Consumed by Line
of Business (LOB)

• Messaging now encompasses and integrates
all real-time communications (e.g. telephony,
video, content sharing)

• Agile cloud services required by specific
departments (e.g., HR, Finance, Legal,
Engineering)

• Shift to preferred means of communication
(Messaging-focused vs. UCaaS-focused)

• Investment in effective CE / collaboration
tools specific to functional teams without
CIO approval

Blurring Lines Between
CRM/CE/CX and CPaaS

• CRMs quick to enable platforms with digital
omnichannel capabilities
• Overlapping contact center and customer
analytics functionality (e.g. Zendesk Talk
built on Twilio APIs)
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Select M&A Activity: Transformative Strategic Acquisitions
•

Heightened cloud communications activity despite volatile market conditions year-to-date
─

Uptick in M&A and partnership conversations; all Tier 2 players ($75M - $250M) are exploring strategic combinations and nonorganic paths to get scale
faster

•

Public company valuations in CPaaS, contact center, and broader UCaaS ecosystem expanding with few exceptions

•

Fewer pure play UCaaS transactions are happening

─

Public markets continue to reward technology industry leaders with demonstrable growth and a path to profitability

─

Platform focus on CPaaS, collaboration, mobility, customer experience, and analytics

─

Contact center and customer engagement activity fueled by demand for native integrations, convergence with CRM systems, and conversational AI, chat,
and voice-enabled bots

Buyer
UCaaS provider
bolstering technology
stack with video & call
analytics

Traditional telcos
moving up the
application stack

Target

Notes
•

•

•

•

‘Big Dog’ becoming a
full stack & complete
solution player –
Azure, Teams & the
5G/UC Stack

•
•

•

Leading UCaaS
provider pushing
further into CCaaS &
Customer Engagement

•

Dialpad doubles-down on video with Highfive for WebRTCbased video conferencing; TalkIQ delivers call transcription
services
Just raised $100M at $1.2B valuation (12x Rev) from
OMERS, Andreessen Horowitz, Google Ventures, ICONIQ
Capital and Work-Bench
Verizon’s acquisition of BlueJeans signals a shift toward
potential 5G supported video-conferencing
Metaswitch acquisition provides Microsoft with an
application stack, a VoLTE platform and a Virtual SBC
The Affirmed Networks transaction adds a fully virtualized,
cloud-native networking solution for telecom operators
Nuance acquisition represents latest step in Microsoft’s
industry-specific cloud strategy

Proprietary CCaaS platform in the European market;
further reduces Broadsoft reliance (NewVoiceMedia);
conversational-related AI capabilities for businesses /
contact centers
Sinch’s acquisition of Inteliquent combines the power of
voice and messaging capabilities to position itself as a
market leader in the cloud comms space
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Select M&A Activity: Transformative Strategic Acquisitions (cont’d)
Buyer
Proprietary CPaaS
investment building
scale
Smaller vendors bulking
up with comprehensive
platforms
Continued financial
buyer interest in UCaaS
& Collaboration

Target

Notes
•
•

•

•

•

Strengthening CCaaS
with Customer
Experience
Management (CEM) /
Automation

•

•
•

Leading UCaaS
providers pushing
further into CCaaS,
CPaaS, and Customer
Engagement (CE)

•

•

Now public, Kaleyra has the funding to
accelerate growth initiatives
Prioritizing sales and marketing efforts in the
large North America market
Proposed acquisition significantly expands
AVC technologies solution offering by adding
Kandy’s UCaaS / CPaaS / CCaaS
LogMeIn fits strategically with Francisco
Partners’ existing communications portfolio;
to focus on accelerating LogMeIn’s growth
UC&C potential
Intelligent Virtual Agent (IVA) platform with
global footprint (Inference Solutions)
IPaaS integration, automation, and insights
(Whendu); workforce optimization applications
for CCaaS (Virtual Observer)
BabbleLabs enhances communications /
conferencing with native noise removal AI
Predictive analytics and sophisticated survey
capabilities (CloudCherry); Webex integrated
AI voice transcription (Voicea)
CPaaS and Cloud API platform including SMS,
chat, video and voice messaging
Digital CE platform enabling single platform
digital interactions (Dimelo); advanced
outbound/blended agent and customer
experience features (ConnectFirst)
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Primary Valuation Drivers

1.

3.

2.

Technology /
Solution
Proprietary
Technology
Scalability

4.

5.

6.

Business Model

Diversified
Customer
Base

Strong Sales
Channel and
Tools

Quality of
Service

Specialization

Multi-Year
Contracted
Recurring
Revenues

Retail
Commercial
Corporate

Partnerships &
Value-Driving
Relationships

Integration
Expertise

Vertical Market
Expertise

Size / Scale (ARR)
and Margin
Profile

Low Customer
Concentration

Strong Sales
Team with
Engineering
Capabilities

Technology
Upgrades &
Customer
Support

Geographic
Diversification

Total
Addressable
Market

Loyalty (Low
Churn)

Consultative Sales
Approach

Data Protection,
Privacy, and
Security

Innovation

AI / ML
Automation
API / Third-Party
Integrations

Capabilities / Use
Cases

Sector valuations are derived from a variety of attributes — from having innovative software solution capabilities to
achieving double-digit revenue growth and industry leading margins
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Sample Attractiveness Drivers & Valuation Matrix

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Criteria

Market Reference

Revenue Mix

Majority recurring revenue with
preference for increasing
subscription as a proportion

Strength of Sales Channel

Sample Target

+

65%+ subscription revenue (and increasing);
maintenance revenue extremely profitable and will
support the growth & profitability going forward

Ability to scale revenue rapidly in
key markets at efficient cost

+

Strong base of reference accounts; Integration
capabilities reduce potential for displacement. 61%+
sales via add-on growth

Gross and Operating
Margin

75-85% Gross Margin / 30-40%
Operating Margin

++

~40%+ net operating margin; sustainable EBITDA and
profitability position

Growth & Profitability

“Rule of 40” – revenue growth
plus EBITDA margin >= 40%

++

Greater than 60%+ on a recurring revenue basis; 2021
forecast is well above market reference

Technology & Quality
of Service

Proprietary and scalable with
exceptional service standards

++

History of innovation and product development; Major
market accolades and industry recognition

Customer Base

Diversified customer base with
churn <3%

++

Actual retention consistently above 99.5%

Contracted Revenue

3 year+ contract terms

+

Typical 5-year contract terms and longstanding
relationships; some market pressure due to industry
consolidation

Specialization

Vertical expertise and/ or
geographic dominance

+

Strong vertical presence; International capabilities or
applicability of solutions overseas TBD

Transaction Timing

Sustained M&A/ fundraising
activity in sector and globally

++

Strong sector-specific and general M&A market
tailwinds
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Case Study: Star2Star
Company
Description

Star2Star Communications (“Star2Star”) is a leading provider of full-spectrum, internally
developed, cloud-native communications services delivered via a high availability, multi-tenant
platform. Founded in 2004 and based in Sarasota, Florida, Star2Star’s proprietary collaboration
platform targets the highest value mid-market and enterprise customer market segments.
Star2Star's offerings include a comprehensive suite of voice, contact center, collaboration, video,
Communications Platform as a Service (CPaaS), and Desktop as a Service (DaaS) solutions that
offer value, reliability, and scalability to address rapidly evolving enterprise needs.

Situation Overview

Star2Star and its investors sought a transaction advisor with meaningful sector relationships
and the proven ability to position its differentiated technology as the Company considered its
next phase of growth. Q Advisors worked closely with the shareholders and management team
to identify and evaluate all strategic options and ultimately select a plan to achieve the
Company’s core objectives.

Result

Q Advisors leveraged its deep knowledge of the global enterprise communication and
collaboration landscape, along with its global relationships with strategic buyers and the
investment community to selectively highlight potential partners for Star2Star with aligned
interests. Sangoma was ultimately identified due to the complementary strengths of the
organizations, including channel driven go-to-market approach, fully-integrated suite of cloud
communications solutions, and united determination to be positioned as a global leader in the
enterprise communication and collaboration space. The merger combines the best of
proprietary Communications as a Service technology with expansive geographic distribution,
sales capabilities, and expanding market reach.

*Announced

sell-side advisor

ACQUIRED BY

sell-side advisor

Q Advisors has been a trusted advisor for years and their team’s knowledge of the cloud communications space is exceptional. They worked closely with
my team to understand Star2Star’s unique attributes and were hands-on every step of the way. The Q Advisors team has a great blend of operational
experience and financial expertise which were critical to positioning Star2Star’s differentiated platform and strategy. The Q Advisors team managed our
process with a high degree of professionalism and leveraged their longstanding senior-level industry relationships to identify several compelling options.
Our stakeholders are thrilled with the outcome and believe the combination of Star2Star and Sangoma creates a formidable global player well positioned
for continued growth. Q Advisors has been a great partner and I look forward to continuing to work with them in the future.
Norman Worthington
Founder, Executive Chairman & CEO, Star2Star Communications
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Case Study: Mission Labs
COMPANY
DESCRIPTION

ACQUIRED BY

SITUATION
OVERVIEW

sell-side advisor

RESULT

Mission Labs, founded in 2016 and headquartered in Greater Manchester, is a leading omnichannel
digital communications platform and solutions provider offering Contact Center, Cloud
Communications, and tailored Managed Services to mid-sized businesses and enterprises primarily
in the UK.
Strong UK technical team develops the Company’s cloud-native, proprietary, and scalable platform
with a robust API integration framework.
The founders of Mission Labs, tracking amplified consolidation in the European Cloud UCC space,
reached out to Q Advisors to consider strategic options. With significant inbound growth
opportunities, the organization was at an inflection point, and decided to pursue an investment or
majority recapitalization from a strategic partner.
Q Advisors and Acuity Advisors together identified a select group of experienced investors and
leading strategics looking for a proprietary UCaaS platform and advanced Contact Center & CX
solutions. Q Advisors and Acuity evaluated various potential strategics, prioritizing those with the
ability to accelerate revenue with additional sales and support resources.

Gamma Communications, already a White Label partner of Mission Labs, immediately expressed
interest and pre-empted the broader process with a strong offer of approx. 7.5x revenue for 100% of
the business. The Gamma and Mission Labs teams share a similar culture and immediately aligned
on long-term strategy.
Gamma’s interest primarily lies in Mission Labs’ meaningful growth profile and proprietary platform.
With Mission Labs as part of the Gamma Group, Gamma can reduce its dependence on
BroadSoft/Cisco and Mission Labs can leverage the Group’s pan-European presence and salesforce.
The combination results in a mutually beneficial partnership well-positioned for long-term success.

We hired Q Advisors and Acuity Advisors for their deep knowledge of the cloud and managed services sectors, particularly around
Contact Center and UCaaS and their ability to understand the strategy of all the global players in the space. We are excited for our
new relationship with Gamma and could not be more pleased with the financial and strategic outcome for Mission Labs, our
stakeholders and employees. It was great working with advisors who listened to our objectives first and foremost and were able to
secure an industry-leading multiple for our business.
Damian Hanson
Co-Founder & CEO, Mission Labs
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